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  Please make sure the area used is safe for the activities – you can adapt the size of the boundary for Boundary hitting depending on
  the children taking part.

  Please adapt the equipment used to help with safety.

  Decide on the time you want the groups to spend on each activity and then follow the suggested rotation pattern.

  These challenges can be done as personal bests or to challenge other teams.
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Bowling & Batting 
Focuses on maintaining consistent bowling and batting 
skills

HOW TO PLAY
  Place the bowlers spot 7.5m away from the batters spot

  Bowler bowls to batter and batter hits the ball back to bowler for the  
  bowler to catch – how long can the rally last for?
  

FOCUS QUESTIONSFOCUS QUESTIONS
  Set a realistic challenge depending on ability. Can the batter hit to    
  the bowler 5 times in a row? If they achieve that, increase the        
  number. See where they can get to

  Which team scores the most consecutive hits/catches?

VARIATIONS
  Use different types of bat - paddle bat, small flat bat

    Use different types of ball – tennis ball, sponge ball, rounders ball

Use a batting tee for the batter to hit off 
– still have the bowler in place to catch

Have bowlers line up beside each other
all 7.5m from the batter and the batter
hits to different people each time.

 

VARIATIONS CONT.
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7.5m

Equipment:  1 bat, 1 ball, batters spot, bowlers
spot, batting tee (optional)

Number of players: 2+
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Receiving an Object
A test on throwing and catching. How to retrieve the cones 
in the quickest time

HOW TO PLAY
Place 10 dome cones around the hoop at set distances 

  2 x 7.5 m from hoop         2 x 10m from hoop

  2 x 12m from hoop          2 x 17m from hoop

  2 x 20m from hoop

On go, both players start side by side at the hoop, one player staying in the On go, both players start side by side at the hoop, one player staying in the 
hoop with the ball whilst the other player runs to the cone of their choice. 
Once they’ve reached the cone, the player with the ball throws to the player 
at the cone. If the ball is successfully caught, the player brings the cone back 
to the hoop, if unsuccessful, they leave the cone and bring the ball back to 
the hoop and swap over. Repeat until all cones have been collected. How 
long does it take to collect all the cones?

FOCUS QUESTIONSFOCUS QUESTIONS
  Can they complete the challenge with all successful throws and catches?  
  (Not a timed challenge)

  Can the thrower throwback to the person in the hoop without them       
  having to step outside the hoop?

Shorten/increase the distances of
where the cones are placed 

Use less dome cones

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  1 Hoop, stack of dome cones
1 ball, stopwatch

Number of players: 2+ (in pairs)



Boundary Hitting
Hit boundaries to score points

HOW TO PLAY
  The bowler and batter are on the same team

  Place a spot down for the batter 25m from the boundary and a spot   
  for the bowler, 7.5m away from the batter (17.5m away from the      
  boundary)

    The bowler bowls 10 balls to the batter and the batter scores a point   
  for each hit they get over the boundary (in the air, no bounce)

FOCUS QUESTIONS
Boundaries mean prizes. Based on each child’s ability (distance         
dependent on ability), set a realistic challenge of how many boundaries 
to hit with 5 balls. Reward the children when they reach their          
achievement

    How many consecutive boundaries can each child hit? Can they     
  beat their previous best?

Start a child off with a batting tee and paddle bat. When they hit 5 successful 
boundaries, change the bat to a flatty. After 5 more successful boundaries, 
change the bat to a rounders bat, after 5 more successful boundaries, remove 
the batting tee and introduce a bowler – if needs be, change the bats again

Use a batting tee instead of a bowler

Adjust the distance of the boundary

Let the ball go along the floor to the
boundary

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  Ball x 10 (tennis or rounders) 1 bat
Boundary set at 25m from the batter using
rope or a wall, spots for batter and bowler

Number of players: 2
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Underarm Bowling
Underarm throwing game to improve bowling accuracy

HOW TO PLAY
  Place the bowling spot 7.5m away from the cone

  Rest a ball on top of the cone

  Player 1 throws the ball at the cone near where player 2 is standing trying   
  to knock the sponge ball off the cone 

    Every time the ball on the cone is knocked off, player 1 scores a          
  point

  Player 2 retrieves the ball and feeds back to player 1. After 10 bowls, the    
  players swap positions

FOCUS QUESTIONS
  How many points can they score out of 10? 

    Start with a larger ball on the cone/batting tee. When that has been hit    
  reduce the size of the ball on the cone. How small can they get the ball    
  on the cone?

Use a larger ball on the cone

Use a hoop attached to 2 posts at the
relevant height and bowl through the
hoop

 

VARIATIONS
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7.5m

Equipment:  2 posts and bases, 1 hoop (optional), 11
tennis or rounders balls, spot for bowler, one large
cone approximately 1 metre in height or batting tee

Number of players: 1 or 2



Relay around the Posts
Race around the posts as quick as possible

HOW TO PLAY
  Set the posts and bases out for a normal rounders pitch 

  All team members to wait in waiting batters position

Player 1, enters the batting square with the bat and on the shout of Player 1, enters the batting square with the bat and on the shout of GO 
runs from the batting square to 1st post and around the posts. Whilst 
Player 1 is running, player 2 enters the batting square. Once Player 1 has 
reached 4th post, they head with the bat to Player 2 and pass the bat 
on. Player 2 continues the run to 1st post and around the posts and so 
on until all players have completed their relay. The last player to run 
finishes in the batting square and all players then sit down

FOCUS QUESTIONSFOCUS QUESTIONS
  The team is timed to complete the task with the fastest team winning

  Race teams of similar abilities against each other at the same time

  Instead of running, do the relay jumping with feet together or        
  hopping

Place relay runners on posts instead of
having to complete the whole circuit

Tag hands instead of passing the bat on

 

VARIATIONS
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Equipment:  4 posts and bases, 1 bat,
stopwatch

Number of players: 4+
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